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EISCAT, the European Incoherent Seatter Scientific Association, is established to conduct research on the
upper almosphere. ionosphere and aurora using the incoherent seatter radar technique. This technique is the
most powerful groundbased tool for studying the upper atmosphere. There exist seven incoherent scauer
radars in the world, and EISCAT is one of the highest-standard facilities.
The experimental sites of EISCAT are located in Scandinavia. north of the arctic circle. They consist of two
independent radar systems,
The UHF radar of EISCAT operales in the 933 MHz band with a peak transmiuer power of 1.5 MW and
32 ffi parabolic dish antennas, whieh can be sleered omnidirectionally. Transmitter and receiver are in
Tromsö (Norway). Receiving sites are also in Kiruna (Sweden) and Sodankylä (Finland), allowing trisIatic
measurements,
The VHF radar in Tromsö operates monostatically in the 224 MHz band with a peak transmitter power of
2.5 MW (to be raised to 6 MW) and a 120 m x 40 m parabolic cylinder antenna, which is subdivided into
four sectars. Il can be steered in the meridional plane from 30 0 south to 60 0 north of the zenith.
The basic data, which are measured, are the profiles of electron density, electron and ion temperature and
ion velocity. A selection of weil-designed radar pulse schemes allows the adaption of the data taking routines
to many particular phenomena, occurring at altitudes bctween about 70 km and more than 1000 km. Depending on geophysical condilions, a best time resolution of seconds and an altitude resolution of a few
hund red melers can be achieved, whereas typical resolutions are in the order of minutes and kilometers.
The operation of a 10lal of 2000 hours per year is distribuled equally between Common Programmes (CP)
and Special Programmes (SP). At present, three wcll-defined Common Programmes are run regularly for
24 or more hours, to provide a data base for long term synoptic studies. A variety of Special Program mes.
defined individually by associate scientists, are run to sludy particular geophysical events.
Delails of the EISCAT system and operation can be found in panicular EISCAT repons, which can be
obtained from EISCAT Headquarters in Kiruna, Sweden.
The inveslments and operational costs of EISCAT are shared belween:
Suomen Akalemia, Finland
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, France
Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, W. Germany
Norges Almenvilenskapelige Forskningsråd, Norway
Naturvetenskapliga Forskningsrådet, Sweden
Science and Engineering Research Council, United Kingdom
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The cover plot shows Ihefield-aligned ion drift velocity, meosured wilh Ihe EISCA T Common Progromme
CP-I-F from 08 UT on 5 AuguSl 19861008 UT on 6 Augusl 1986. The corresponding plors of Ihe other
iOflospheric parameters, eleClTOfl density and electron and ian temperature, which were measured simultaneoIlSly, are displayed on page 15 of this Annual RepoT(.
In lhis Common Programme, a special mulli-plllse scheme is applied in the monoslatic mode. With this
scheme the altilude region between 84 km ond 168 km is obsen'ed wilh a resolution of 3 km affd o basic time
resolulian of 10 seconds.
The ion drift velocity resullsfrom Ihe neutral wind driving Ihe ions along the magneticfield line. IlS meosureme", allows lhe deduction of the velocity of the meridional wind component. The red ond blue colours
in the cover plot correspond la a southword and norlhward wind velocity of 150 ms-I, respectively. The
quasi-periodical variation of lhis wind velocity wilh time ond altitude vividly displays the presence of a semidiurnaI tidal mode (see also page 22).
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COUNCIL CHAIRMAN's FOREWORD

During the last year, Council activIliCS developed fairly smoothly without any major evem.
Fortunately. this does not mean that ElSCAT was not very active during lhat period. The Direc·
torts report gives an accurate descriplion of significant achievements which l have no reason to
duplicatc here.

I would ooly menlion how pleased the Council is with the excellent coordination which was
achieved in real lime between the VIKING observations and the measurements of various greund·
based facililies among which EISCAT certainly played a major role. The Council is confidem
(hal excellent resulls derived from the set of data obtained during these campaigns will soon add
to the already impressive scientific output from EISCAT.
Michel Petit

E

EJSCAT Council Meeting, London, NOllember t986:
From tejt: J. row: B. Hullqllisl, J. RiJttger, M. Petit, G. Beynon, G. Hoerendel. 2. row: A. Berroir, C. LoHoz,
O. ROn/a, L. Westgaard, A. Brekke. 3. row: H. Rishbeth, A. Jubler, T. Turunen, A. SiillOfo, T. Jones. 4. row:
B.R. Marlin, G. Rowe, M.-O. OUOSSOfl, M. Meineeke.
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DIRECTOR's PREFACE

The year 1986 included several achievements which deserve menlion: In Ihis year the ElSCAT
Sciemific Association had been in existence for a full decade. In this year, five years had passed
since the riTSl incoherent scarter echo was deteclcd with EISCAT. and five years had passed since
the official inauguration of the facility, which lOok place in August 1981. In this year 1986, the
complclc VHF radar with (WO klysIrons was operated, ahhough nOl yet at full power.
The compilation of an Annual Report provides an opportunity to outline other dominant developments which governed the operation of the ElSCAT facilities, and to acknowledge the work and
efforts necessary lO achieve lhese. Besides the continued reliable operation, the Further service and
repair work, as weil as general improvemems of the EISCAT radar system, some events can be
regarded as operational highlights which merit specific comment:
The installation of the new computers is one outstanding evem in 1986. The selection oF contractor
and the order, the delivery, installation, test as weil as operational use were all achieved in a period
oF one year. This was possible on ly by an eFfective collaboration between many of our staFr. By the
end of the year we had gained confidence and experience with the new computer system and had
removed unpredictable inconsistencies which occurred in the complex interfaces between the new
computers and the radar instrumentation. These could only be detected and analysed during intensive test operations. From the end of the year the complete radar system has been running with the
new computers.
A significant amount of work was spent on tedious procedures to bring to operation the Valvo
VHF-klystron, underst and unforeseen problems with it and to their solution. As a result of our
efforts we have gained more experience with the VHF system and were able to take data. A new
achievement was the paralIei operation of two VHF klystrons - one Varian and one Valvo feeding the full VHF antenna. This took place c10se to the end of the year. Although at reduced
output power (limited to one megawatt due to the Valvo klystron), the VHF system can now be
operated at about one third of its specified sensilivilY and some useful data could be acquired.
A contract amendment was negotiated and signed with the Valvo company, which shall assure
that klystrons working according to specifications wiU be delivered.
Substantiai time had to be devoted to repair, service and maintain the antennas. In parlicular the
Tromsö UHF-antenna suffered major damage to an elevation gear box, but this was quickly repaired in a common effort by staff From alt sites without causing a major impact on the operation.
Many parts of the radar system were Further extended and improved, such as buFFer memories,
receiver from·end amplifiers, the system calibration etc. Several new kinds of experiments were
run, such as those applying the CCD-spectrum analyser, the digital chirp synthesizer, as weil as
high resolution codes and the new common programme modes using the GEN-system. Finally, the
first test experiments with the VHF radar, carried out by stafF and by visiting scientists, must also
be mentioned.
Major campaign operations during the year were EISCAT's collaborative experiments with the
VIKING satellite. A large group of scientists was involved in several campaigns and the EISCAT
data should provide excellent ground·based support for the interpretation of these satellite data.
4

Furthermore, extensive EISCAT-Heating experiments were carried out which yielded surprising
new results, and experiments supporting rocket launches such as Centaur and Aureld-VIP were
performed.
Besides particular contribulions by single starr members or smaller groups, on ly the effective co!·
laboration of all stafr members and their dedication to work in the EISCAT team made possible
the successrul achievemenl or these results in the past year.
I want to acknowledge sincerely all these effons, thank all slafr members for their important work,
and lo express my belief and confidence in a slable continuation of our collaboralive work in the
fUlUre. We also appreciate very much the cooperalion of visiting scientists and the comprehensive
support by Council and Committees. Collectively this has allowed ElSCAT to achieve aremark·
ab le scientific OUlput, of which some highlights are summarized in this Annual Repon. I know
that EISCAT will continue to support individual researchers and particular projects as weil as to
participate effectively in these collaborative international campaigns and in global programs
which are anlicipated to commence in the near future.
Jilrgen Röttger

At the /986 E/SCA T Annual Review Meeting in O/ostun/uri in Finland the Direc/or presemed a special Year's P/ate
lO the Assis/am to the Direc/or Mrs. Gurli HU/lqvisl jor her con/inuous dedicaled work jor the E/SCA T Scienli/ic
Association during the/irst decade oj ils hislory. O" Ihe pholO arejrom the lejiiO Ihe righl: (s/unding) Gurli HIII/qvisl,
largen Rfillger und Peter Hagstrfim ojE/SCA T-Headquorters, ond (sea/ed) the guests Hifkko Ronla ond Don T. Farley.
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The rejlecfOr surjace and jeeder bridge with the crossed-dipole phased-array oj the VHF-anlenna, which is
now jed by the VHF transmitter with two klys/rons, one jrom Varian and onejrom Valvo (lej/-hand panels).
Repair work on the eleva/ion drive gear box oj the Troms" UHF-antenna; the new design oj the /ow-noise,
two-stage GaAsFET preamplijier jor the UHF receivers IIsing quarter-wave balanced hybrids in strip-line
technology (right-hand panels).

TECHNICAL REVIEW
OF THE EISCAT RADAR SYSTEMS
During recent years the UHF radar system has improved so much that il can now be regarded as
having reached a very high reliability as weil as an almost optimum sensitivilY. In addition, in the
last year the VHF radar system has developed to the extent thai il cculd be used for a considerable
number of new experiments, allhough il is nOl yel in ilS fina! shape. Furthermore all the old
Norsk Data NO-lO computers were replaced by new Norsk Data ND·S30 compulers.

The UHF Sysleln
The dominant achievemcllls, improvemcnts
and incidents of the UHF system which accurred in the year 1986 were:
'" Extension of the correlator burrer memories to 16 kWords and (he extension of the
correlalor result memories to 4 kWords
which contain 64 bit words. This allows
more Oexibility and optimization of mullichanneI radar programs which are nceded
to improve time and range resolution as
weil as the sensitivity. The newly designed
memories are funhermore perfectly insensilive to digital noise and thus absolutely reliable.
• The CCD spectrum analyser was finally incorporated inte the system and used in experiments together with the correlator. The
advantage is that ils high computing speed
allows 10 MHz sampling rate and simu1taneous observations of both the ion line and
the plasma line spectra.
• The prototype cryogenic GaAsFET preamplirier was completed (Fig. I). Ils lest on the
bench yielded a noise temperature of 2S K.
It is thus similarly sensitive and comparably
qualified as the old parametric amplifiers
and is initially in use at the remote siles. The
newly developed preamplifiers are even regarded superior to the old devices because
they are much less susceptible to breakdowns, less expensive, more reliable and
much easier to service.
• The polarizer calibration at the remote sites
has been substantially improved, and the
old noise injection concept has been replaced by an exactly calibrated and stabilized system. Due to this totally new arrangement an improved estima{e of the
seattered power received at the remote sites

is achicvcd, which improves the accuracy of
the derived ionospheric parameters.
• A signal simulator was buih and a new system test program was applied to check and
calibrate the analogue and the digital part
of the receiver system, particularly the programmable matched filters. This procedure
ameliorares the performance of the data
acquisition process.
• A digital chirp synthesizer, brought from
the Arecibo Observatory by the former
EISCAT direclOr Professor Tor Hagfors,
was successfully implemented for a couple
of months in the EISCATsyslem in Tromsö
This device is used for sensitive plasma line
observations (Fig. 2), and a similar instrument is now being developed by EISCAT
stafr.
• Funher new methods were developed to improve the radar controi and data acquisition
algorithms. Thesc make use of adding
up several channels, applying new pulse
schemes which are needed for instance for
low altitude D-region experiments, as weil
as for high time resolution requiremenls
which now allow data dumps as fast as
every second. By time slicing of dumps a
best temporal resolution down to a few tens
of milliseconds can be obtained.
• Improvements of the timing~system and the
radar controller time synchronization were
achieved, further post-detection filters were
constructed, the portable monitor for the
remote system operation was routinely uti!ized a,nd many minor, but valuable improvements were implemented into the system atongside the cOlltinuous routineservice
and maintenance of the instruments.
• The UHF transmitter performed reliably as
usual, at nominally 1.2 - I.S MW peak
7

NATURAL PLASMALINES
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FirSI observQ/ionsoflhe nuwral plasma lines o/ 4.2 MH?, IIsing thedigilalchirpsymhesizer with the UHFrodar
on 28 May 1986 al 1247 UT. Thefigureshows Ihe specJru (± 0.5 MHz bandwidfh) of the downshijled and
upshijled plasma lines as the shurp peaks rising ubove Ihe background noise. The signal-Io-floise rutio (SNR)
per unit bandwidrh is slightly larger Ihon I dill' to the enhancemenl by the chifP fechnique. An SNR of ol/fy
0.02 would have been oblained if Ihe col1ventionu{ method had been Ilsed. This meuns thol/hese plasma fines
would have been undetecloble al the imegru/ion lime of 30 seconds used here. FirSI estimates oj the a/till/de
ond Ihe efeciron densily give /6/.5 km ond 4.09'/011 m·J, with relolive errors of 0.25 ond 0.37 o/G, respectively.
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power. The klystron in the transmitter and
the spare klystron are in good shape. Some
break-downs in power supply circuitries, in
the modulator or of switch tubes were
quickly fixed and did not cause critical shutdowns. However, transmitter crowbars still
disrupt sensitive digital equipment such as
radar controller, correlator or cven the new
computers, - a problem which may not
immediately be solvable.
• A major failure of the UHF anlenna in
Tromsö happened in summer 1986 when
the gear box of onc elevation drive motor
broke (Fig. I). The problem was solved in a
common and fast effort by replacing the
housing box without causing a major impact on the experiment routines.

ated design data since computer simulation
and modelling is still inadequate today. It has
to be regarded that a certain amount of trial
and error is an inevitable part of the normal
design procedure. The following possibilities
for curing the remaining deficiencies of the
Yalvo klystron design were worked out and
agreed upon:
,. Redesign three of the five cavilies in order
to shift the frequency of higher order modes
which caused the notch in the operational
pass-band.
,. Atlach a load to the second cavity and incrcase the coupling of the output cavity to
minimize the chanccs for instabilities.
,. Redesign the gun region in order to improve
the high-voltage capability .

The VHF System

In the year 1986 the YHF system could al long
last be run with a Yalvo-klystron and it also
became possible towards the end of the year to
run both sides of the transmitter together, one
with the Yalvo and the other with the Yarian
klystron. It thus became possible to operate
for the first time the complete transmittcr with
the full antenna (see Fig. 1), although on ly at
one third of its specified power.
After the first Valvo klystron YK 1320/1 was
delivered in the beginning of the year and installed in Tromsö, it was soon apparent that it
did not perform according to specifications.
A long aging process over more lhan 300 hours
also did not improve its high voltage capability.
lt was not possible to operate it al a beam vohage higher than 90 kY, whereas more than 100
kY is necessary to achieve the maximum output power. However, it was possible to operate
this klystron up to about 1.2 MW power on a
few selected frequencies and first tests showed
reasonable echoes (Fig. 3). More detailed investigations also indicated some instabilities
which distort the RF purity and showed a
power notch in the middle of the frequency
pass-band. By cooperation between Yalvo
engineers, distinguished consuhants, namely
Jim Tallmadge of SRI International and Professor Tore Wessel-Berg of NTH Trondheim,
and EISCAT staff the main problems were
located and analysed. Il was recognized by the
experts that klystrons with new and unconventional parameters, such as the VHF klystrons
for EISCAT, have to be subject to extrapol-

• Readjust the magnetic field and the electron
beam shape to reduce the hazard of instabilities.
These technical proposals for rebuild were
considered as most likely to yield the optimum
chance for achieving acceptable klystrons.
They were presented to the EISCAT Council
togeiher with a financing proposal, in which
Yalvo and EISCAT sh are the additional1y arising costs. The Council then authorized an
amendment to the contract to rebuild bot h
Yalvo klystrons. The delivery of the rebui1t
klystron YK 1320/2 is now expected in late
summer 1987 and the klystron YK 1320/1 will
then be returned to Yalvo for rebuild and be
reinstalled in Tromsö in early 1988. The Yalvo
klystron YK 1320/1, although limited in bandwidth and output power (1.2 MW max), can
be operated in Tromsö until YK 1320/2 will be
installed.
Many further cffons, such as waveguide, control circuitry and cooling system installations
etc., were undertaken in the year 1986 to insen
the remaining Yarian klystron into side A of
the YHF transmitter. In early December 1986
it became possible to run bOlh klystrons, the
Yalvo and the Varian, together at 2 x 1.2 MW.
The YHF system has since then been officially
used in extensive tests and fairiy successful experiments. Reasonable resuhs were achieved
in low-altitude, high-aititude and long range
(polar cap) observations and heating experiments. Analysable echoes could be detected
from heights as low down as 75 km and as high
9
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Theschematics o/fhe new EISCATcomputer system, which was irlSfaf!ed in 1986. The orunge ca/our indica/es
Ihe new ports oj the syslem acquiredjrom ND Norsk Dala.

up as 1200 km with good time resolution of
same minutes.
It is also to be noticed that further calibrations
of the phase paths between the transmitter
sides and antenna sections as weil as between
the lalter and receiver input ports were per~
formed. Also new pre·amplifiers for the VHF
system were developed, which have a very low
noise figure, are quite inexpensive and are insensitive te crowbar disturbances. Measures
were also undertaken to minimize interference
to electronic equipment in the vicinity of the
site.

One can now feel that also the VHF radar of
ElSCAT is getting over its inilial difficulties
and is gradually developing inta a usable
system.

periment and monitoring device, including
remote monitering. The data recording to disk
provides the possibility of retrieving and postintegrating data at any time, investigating the
recorded data via computer links, transferring
the data to other sites, producing additional
lape copies with possible separation of data
from different sources etc. The ncw communication system between the camputers, although still awaiting som e cOl1tractor-designcd
software for the peripheral input/output controller, is fu!ly integrated. Any information
can now be retrieved by just speciFying its
origin, and output devices anywhere in the system can be treated like local periphery. Possibilities of further connections into national
and illlernational networks using the X.21
prolocol are prepared and will be implemented
in the Future.

The Nevv Computers

During the year 1986 the exchange of the compiet e set of camputers al the sites in Tromsö,
Kiruna and Sodankylä took place. For various
reasons il was decided to continue with computers oF the NO Norsk Data Company, and it
tumed out that this arrangement was an optimum since the entire turn-over from the old to
the new camputers was achieved without serious implications for the routine operations.
The new computer configuration, which is
outlined in Fig. 4, is based on Norsk Data
NO-530 minicamputers with an NO-JOO Compact camputer as the experiment independent
communication centre at the Kiruna site. The
second computer in Tromsö is used for the
real-time analysis and display of the derived
parameters as weil as program development
and other background applications such as the
analysis of earlier recorded data. Additionally,
Headquartcrs acquired twO new high-density
tape drives.
The essentiai improvements and advantages of
the new system are many, first because the
operational reliability is raised since the old
camputers were crashing more and morc frequently. Furthermore, the dala recording is
via five separate Camac-independent DM Achannels directly tO disk with subsequent
dump on 6250 bpi tapes. Due to hardwarecontroi independent data channels the time
resolution can be made as good as one second.
The real-time monitering possibilities are expanded and can be easily adapted to any ex-

OPERATIONS
The aforemelllioned technical review of the
ElSCAT facilities indicates a gradual system
evolution which teak place alongside the regular mainlenance, service and the rouline
operation.
In 1986 a total of 2011 hours of real data recording was performed with the UHF system.
This is summarized in Fig. 5. A total of 100\
hours of Special Programme operation was
carried out and the hoors per associate (Finland, France, Germany, Norway, Sweden and
United Kingdom as weil as for EISCAT staff
including the special chirp synthesizer experiment) are depicted by the solid line columns in
Fig. 5. The hatched part of the columns of the
associate countries indicate the hours used in a
pool to support the EISCAT-VIKING cooperation. The ha(ched part of EISCAT indicales 15 hours used by Tor Hagfors in the
chirp experiments. The column MS indicates
354 hours of maintenance, service and test
runs of the UHF transmitter. The accumulated
special programme time is for Finland 192
hours (5.4 070), France 876 hours (24.6 070),
Germany 656 hours (18.4 070), Sweden 349
hoors (9.8 070), United Kingdom 1099 hours
(30.8070) and EISCAT staff 157 hours.
II
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A total of 1010 hours of Common Programme
operation taok place in 1986, which corresponds almost exaclly to the 50 % of experimental operation assigned for this purpose.
One uninterrupted five day experiment took
place in January 1986, and three olher common programme runs lasted for three days.
Such long experiments are lechnically possible
and turned out to be successful, ahhough demands on pcrsonnel become quite stretch ed
dming these extended routine operations. Ten
common program me runs, most of them CP3,
were associated with Ineoherent Scatter Coordinated World Days, and the total of World
Day operations of ElSCAT was 383 homs, i.e.
38 % of the common programmes. All common programme schemes were changed in
1986 to Lhe new versions CP-I-H, CP-2-D and
CP-3-E, which are based on the GEN-algorithm. The ratio of operation hours of the
three common programmes CPI/CP2ICP3
matches about the prescribed percentage of
40120/40 %. The actual operating homs per
common program me as weil as the corresponding percelllage for 1986 is given in Fig. 5.
The right-hand column of Fig. 5 shows the
operating hams of the VHF system, resulting
mainly from 507 beam hours of the Valvoklystron. Most of this lime was only used Lo
age and lest the performance of this klystroll,
whereas 58 hours were used to test real experiments and record data (indicated by the hatched part of the eolumn). The dotted line in the
VHF column shows lhat about 17.5 % of the
total operation time of the UHF/VHF radar
system of 2872 hours was used for VHF tests
and operation.
In addition to the routine operation a total
of 12.5 weeks, and usually one day per week,
were ulilized for maintenance and service.
This added up to about 560 homs of regular
working time. In summary it means that the
EISCAT system was in use for experiments,
maintenance or tests over one third ofall hours
in the year, which can be regarded as a highly
efficielll operation for an incoherent scatter
radar facility .
The overall annual and diurnal coverage of
operations is shown in the colour plot ofFig. 6.
Ii again indicates maxima of Special Program me operations in the geophysical1y most
inleresting time period before midnight, and
minima in the early morning hours, whereas
the Common Programme operations cover all

times of the day approximately uniformly.
The minimum of operation in March was due
to a trans miller break-down which resulted
from an unpredicled powerline cutoff, the
minimum in June was due to the antenna repair in Tromsö and the minimum in December
due to the Christ mas holidays. The operation
peak in autumn reneets the extensive experiments in collaboratian with the VIKING satellite.
In the last year 17 campaigns were carried out
by the associate countries and 7 campaigns by
the VIKING cooperation, resulling in a total
of 24 campaigns. The duration of three of
these was under 14 homs whilst one was over
100 hours. Same of the campaigns involved
cooperation with other instruments: A Swedish campaign was carried out in cooperation
wilh the rocket CENTAUR II to study ion
conics and beams. Several United Kingdom
experiments took place in cooperatian with
satellites, e.g. (SEE and AMPTE, in attempts
to detect flux transfer events. A German campaign was coordinated with the PROMlS project. Other German campaigns were performed in cooperation with the Heating facility.
Another Swedish campaign was carried out
in support of AURELD-VIP rackets, and a
United Kingdom - German experiment was coordinated with simu1taneous experimellls at
other incoherent scatter radars.
In the year 1986 more than 60 visitingscientists
were registered at the sites, and an increasing
lendency for cooperation between scientists in
the associaLe countries and EISCAT staff scientists was nOled. In August 1986 a Nordic
Summer School on Incoherent Seatter was organized by the University of Tromsö. About
30 students and 30 lecturers participated, and
the EISCAT instruments at the Tromsö site
were utilized to give practical instruction in the
design and conduction of incoherenl scaller
radar experiments.
The regular development in (he use of the
EISCAT facilitics in performing experiments
can be recognized in Fig. 7, where the total
homs per year used for data recording in
Common Programmes and in Special Program mes is displayed. It indicates thaI after
the first three years of system improvements,
(he operation has about stabilized since 1984
at an annual tOlal of about 1000 hours each
for Common and for Special Programmes. In
tOLal somewhat more than 8000 hours of data
13

have been acquired since 1981. These are stored on almost 8500 data tapes at Headquarters,
consisting of the original raw and analysed
data tapes from all three sites and the corresponding back-up tapes. In the year 1986 a
total of 821 original raw data tapes were acquired, and 1211 tape copies were made. Since
June 1986 aU the tape handling of EISCAT
data has been done via Headquarters instead
of using a contractor. Experience shows that
this newly established procedure is considerably advantageous as compared to the earlier
procedure.
Common Programme data are analysed by
EISCAT and this is now done by on-line processing at the sites in combination with the
experiment operation. The analysed data are
collected at Headquarters, where they are
quality controUed, displayed on hardcopies
(see Fig. 8), copied on tape for distribution to

the associate coumries as weil as archived. The
World Day Common Programme data are also dispatched to the Incoherent-Scatter Radar
Data Base at the National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, USA. The purpose of this data base is to make these World
Day data from all the incoherent scatter radars, namely Arecibo, EISCAT, Jicamarca,
Millstone Hill, Sondrestromfjord/Chatanika
and St. Santin, readily accessible for scientific
research by the world wide scientific community.
The analysis of aU Common Programme data
back to the middle of 1984 is now finished at
Headquarters. Il is interesting to note that
many scientists are frequently using this extending and continuous set of geophysical data
for performing case studies and statisticalevaluations as weil as for inc1usion into atmospheric modeIs.
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SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
The steady employmenl of the EISCAT facility in scientiric experimenl operation is quilc
obvious from Fig. 7. Il is nOlcworthy that in
the firsl years the trend in publishing resuhs
from these experiments, which is depicted in
the publication summary of Fig. 9, was quite
similar to the trend in the increasing number
of operation hours. The publication of 25
papers from the Second International ElSCAT
Workshop in the Journal of Atffiospheric and
TerresLriat Physics in 1986 (Volume 48, pages
765- 1035) has expeclcdly increased the number of papers. The complclc list of the publicalians adding up lO 38, which refer to research done with EISCAT and which appeared in 1986 in refereed journals, is given on
pages 42-43 of this Annual Repan.
The increase in the number of publicatians is
likely to continue, since already at the end of
Ihe year 1986 about 20 other papers were in
press or submiued. During the year 1986 more
than 100 oral presentations wcre given by associale or ElSCAT staff scientists al meelings,
workshops, symposia or conferences. The
number of authors of papers, reports etc.
(which can be regarded as a good estimaie of
the number of scientists involved in a direct or

40

indirect manner with EISCAT proje<.:ts), is
more than 135. A considerable number of students in several countries are performing their
thesis work by using EISCAT data and many
multinational collaborations belween institu~
tions in EISCAT associate countries and abroad have been established and are being
actively maintained.
During the pasl years EISCAT has partIcIpated in man y campaign-mode operations of
other radar, satellite, rocket and balloon experiments. Some of these were: Scandinavian
Twin Auroral Radar Experiments (STARE),
Sweden and Britain Radar Experiment
(SABRE), the Frellch HF-Doppler radar studies of field-aligned irregularilies (EDlA), the
Polar Region and Outer Magnetosphere International Study (PROMIS), the project SUNDIAL lO sludy ionospheric processes and their
role in the sun-eanh system, Ihe campaign
Winler in Northern Europe of the Middle
Atmosphere Program (MAP/WINE). Coordinaled EISCAT - Balloon Experiments
(CEBO), Coordinated Auroral Experiments
using Scauer and Rockel investigations
(CAESAR). CENTAUR and AURELD-VIP
rocket campaigns, EISCAT - Heating and

~
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Number 0/ publicalions with scientijic results achieved with EJSCAT.

Partial~Renection

Radar (PRE) cooperation
as weil as eoordinated experiments with man y
satellites such as ARCAD 3, GEOS 2, NNSS,
EXOS~C, HILAT, AMPTE/IRM, Dynamic
Explorer and VIKING. The data analyses of
these programs are continuing, several results
have been achieved in 1986 and more are to be
expected.

published papers and reparIs (see lists on
pages 42-43) by inclusion of Ihe first aUlhor's
name and the entry of the year 1986, as weil as
to papers lO be published or lO ongoing work,
by inclusion of the names of the scientists invol ved and tilles of corresponding papers lO be
published.

Togclher wilh Ihe olher incoherent scaBer
radars and groundbased inslruments, ElSCAT
has participated in quite a few international
programmes. The major ones are: GISMOS,
lhe Global Incoherent Scatter Measuremenls
of Subslorms, which is a conlinualioll of the
earlier MITHRAS to study globally-simultaneous and loeal-lime effects in high latilude
By
ionospheric/thermospheric processes.
means of GTMS, The Global Thermosphere
Mapping Sludy, a global view particularly on
neutral dynamical processes in the lhermosphere has been oblained. The \VAGS projecl,
namely the World Acouslic-Gravity Wave
Sludy, is directed at lhe investigations of the
sources and propagation characlerislics of
neutral wave motions in the atmosphere.
There are other international programs being
eSlablished, such as the World lonosphere
Thermosphere Study (WITS), the Global
lonosphere-Thermosphere Coupling and
Dynamics program (GITCAD), and lhelower
Thermosphere Coupling Study (lTCS), and
EISCAT is weil prepared to participate in
lbese programs.

Developrnent of Nevv
Measurernent Methods

During ilS fall meeling in 1986 the Scienlific
Advisory Commillee of EISCAT evaluated
the scientific merits of EISCAT. Il was slated
lhat many new discoveries have already been
made with EISCAT, the number of good pub·
!ications is sleadily increasing and ElSCAT
has developed unique instrumentation and
experimental schemes which allowed and will
continue lO support high standard scientific
research.
In the pages which follow same major scienlific achievements, which were compiled from
contribu lions received from scientists in the
EISCAT associate coumries and from
EISCAT staff, are summarized. This compilation was not selected and screened in a parlic~
ular reviewing procedure, bUl it should rat her
emphasize the broad field of scientific research
done with EISCAT. Uniess specifically menlioned, all lhe results shown were achicved
with the UHF-radar. Reference is made to

In an advanced stalistical theory of incoherclll
scaBer radar measuremenlS the relation of lhe
measured correlation function to the ionospheric plasma cross section funclion was
sludied in some delail, and a general formai~
ism was derived 10 estimale the measuremem
accuracy. Using a slalistical inversion theory
il was also possible to infer muhi-pulse zero
lag estimates which significamly improves
lhe power profile measurements. Also a new
melhod of radar pulse coding was developed
which prov ides significamiy betler correlalion
function eSlimates than can be oblained by the
frequency commutated muhi-pulse measure~
menlS which are present ly used. This schcme is
called the aiternating code. Fig. 10 shows the
range ambiguily functions for the second lag
of such a code sequcnce of 16 single phase
coded pulses, indicaled by the plus/minus
signs on the righl hand side. (Lehtinen, 1986)
Another algorithm was developed and successfully implemellled in UHF and VHF experiments, which uses a pulse-to-pulse approach
with Barker code paltern lO study the altilude
region between 70 and 114 km with 1.05 km
resolution. Il belongs 10 the GEN-algorithm
family. (T. Turunen, 1986)
The frequency shift of Ihe natural plasmaline relative 10 lhe ian-line depends on the
electron density and lemperature. Thereforc,
the use of plasma-line informalion logeIher
with the ion-line is a possible way to improve
the multiparameler fil in thc incoherent scatter
data analys is. The problem of distinguishing
between variations in ion composition and
varialions in temperature may be solved this
way. Simultaneous observalions of ion- and
plasma-lines in the F-region have been made
lO leSl this idea. So far Ihe results seem promising and will be pursucd.
In a rockel experiment from Andoya Rocket
Range in November 1985 EISCAT was used
17
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Nemral wind vectors af 32j km allimde, deduced from EJSCAT CP·3 observations O" 27 lut/e /984.

to measure the plasma propenies at several
points along the trajeclory. Apart from contributing valuable information to the experiment, it was demonstrated that EISCAT can
be used to measure close to a rocket payload.
The radar cross section of the payload appear·
ed to be several orders of magnitude less than
the geometric cross section, and userul data
were oblained exccpt when the payloads entered the main lobe of the UHF·antenna.
(Hansen and Maehlum)
Detectlon of Plasma Lines
vvlth the Chlrp Technlque

During 1986 the chirp pulse compression technique was introduced at EISCAT. This technique, which for soft targets was first suggest~
ed by T. Hagfors, applies a linear sweeping of
the radar transmitter oscillaLOr at exactly the
same rale as the change of the plasma frequency with range and a corresponding de-chirping
of the radar receiver oscillator. In this way one
effectively "concentrales" the plasma line
energy 10 a narrow range of frequencies in the
plasma line channel, thus increasing the effective signal to noise ratio by a substantiai
amount.
The first EISCAT experiment of this kind was
carried out in May 1986. The chirp technique
was tesled on the natural plasma line and was
found to work excellent ly (see Fig. 2). Even
with a relatively poor frequency resolution in
the raw data il was still possible to detect frequency shifts due to electron drifts. Drift componenls along the vertical and along the magnetic field line were seen. With the data anaIysis still in progress, these observations have
so far been tenlalively attributed la field
aligned currem densities of up to 20 ).lA/m!.
Il is emphasized lhat this new lechnique for
diagnostics of the auroral ionosphere may
prove to be very useful in the future. (Hagfors,
Birkmayer, Thide, Nordling, Kofman, LaHoz
et al.)
The Neutral Atmosphere

Mean Winds and Temperaaures
A method has been developed to infer neutral
temperature and winds in the thermosphere
from EISCAT CP-3 observations. As a first
step of this method the neutral temperature
versus latitude and time is derived by solving

the ion energy equation, in which frictional
effects between ions and neutrals are neglected
However, periods of high convection velacities
are not taken in to account for the neutraltemperature estimates. One gets, therefore, a temperature model which best fits the data outside
those regions and periods where frictional
heating is suspected to be important. In a second step, this initial temperature model is used
to solve the ion energy equation during the
periods of large friclional hearing, which then
also yields the frictional heating term. Using
the central position of the CP-3 scan in order
to deduce the meridional neutral wind from
the field-aligned ian vclocities, the zonal componenl of neutral winds can then beeslimated.
An example of neutral wind velocities derived
by this melhod is shown in Fig. Il. (Alcayde
and Fontanari, 1986)
Measurements performed by EISCAT in the
low thermosphere have been compared with
modeis. The observed neutral temperature in
winter at 100 km has been found to be lower
by about 15 Kelvin than predicted by the MSIS
model and e10ser to the temperature predicted
by the Jacchia 71 model. This feature is weil
illustrated in Figure 12. It was also shown that
the neutral mass, inferred from the temperature and scale height, is abaut 26-28 a.m.u ..
This value is also lower than the corresponding value of the MSIS model. (Kofman et al.,
1986)

Tides
Most EISCAT experiments are primarily designed for observations in the auroral zone
during disturbed conditions, but other experiments use EISCAT lO study the undisturbed
ionosphere and atmosphere. In 1985 there
were five days when Common Programme
CP-I was run under quiet conditions and tides
in the neutral atmosphere could be c1eariy
observed at E-region altitudes via the ion vclocity. The colour plots of Fig. 13 as weil as
the front cover of this Annual Report show
striking examples of field-aligned ion velocities
due to periodic meridional wind variations.
The dominant periodicity was due to the semidiurnai tide, and by determining the variation
of phase with height the (2,4) lidal mode could
be identified (Virdi el aL, 1986). lt was also
possible from CP-I analyses to deduce tidal
variations of neutral temperatures and densities in the lower thcrmosphere. (Kirkwood,
1986)
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Neutral /emperofUre measured with EISCAT (comil1uous lines) compared 10 {hl' MSfS-83 model (dashed lines)

Tidaiobservations in the lower thermosphere
(E-region altitudes) were extended lo themesosphere during the MAP/WINE operations.
During this campaign EISCAT UHF radar
measurements were combined with measure M
ments using meteorological rockets from the
Andoya Rocket Range. The radar yielded hor M
izontal wind proliles between abour 80 km and
105 km (see Fig. 14) and the rockets between
60 km and 90 km. It was also found that the
(2,4) mode of the semidiurna! tide was the
dominating neutral wind contribution between
80 km and 105 km, but the tida! amplitudes
got very weak (<.5 m/s) below 80 km.
(Röilger and Meyer: Tida! wind observations
with incoherent scalter radar and meteorological rockets during MAP/WINE)
Almospheric Gravity Wavcs

In October 1985 scientists from the United
Kingdom and Germany organized a major
campaign as pan of the World Acoustic Grav M
ity Wave Stud y (WAGS). EISCAT ran uninterrupted for a total of 108 hours from 13
to 18 October 1985. With the acquired data
the sources which can generate gravity waves
in the auroral region were investigated. These
are the Joule and panicle heating processes
as weil as the Lorentz force (Crowley and Williams: Observations of the source and propagation of almospheric gravity waves). With
the hel p of a neutral densilY model (CIRA 72)
the corresponding heating rates and forces
were calculated from the EISCAT data. Jou!e
heating is usually most effective at altitudes
between 120 and 130 km, whereas panicle
healing and the Lorentz force show lheir mai n
contributions below 110 km altitude. Allthree
quantities exhibit a strong tempora! variation
duc to the nuctuation in electron density, and
in the case of Jou!e heating and the Lorentz
force a!so due to electric field nuctuations.
The temporal variabililY of the gravilY wave
source parameters can be most conveniently
studied using height-integrated va!ues of the
three quanlitics mentioned above. Figure 15
shows an example in the afternoon of one of
the WAGS days. The source parameters were
insened into a gravity wave simulation mode!
(provided by A.D. Richmond) and produced
gravity waves in the thermosphere. (Sch!egel,
Crow!ey, McCrea: Gravity wave sources in the
high-Iatitude ionosphere)
Gravity waves propagating over the United
Kingdom were monitored during the WAGS

campaign by a network of instruments which
included five ionosondes, HF-Doppler SYSM
tems, a meteor radar and a radio telescope.
The observations included one day of very
quiet aurora! conditions, severa! days of moderate aClivity and one very disIUrbed period.
The foJJowing results have been established:
• Joule heating was usually an order of magnitude greater Ihan heating by precipitating
panicles. 80th Joule healing and Lorentz
forcing were effective in generating large·
scale atmosphcric gravity waves, which
could be delected south of the source region
in polar latitudes.
• The aurora! source often had a marked periodicity, corresponding lO intrinsic periodicity in both thc bursts of particle precipitation and in the magnetospheric electric
field. Fig. 16 shows the power spectrum of
the variations in electron density, electron
temperature and ion ve!ocity over a 12·hour
period on 15-16 October. For all three
parameters and over a large height range
there is a strong peak for periods of about
60 minutcs.
• The chain of ionosondes saw strong waves
propagating southward on the disturbed
days bUl not on the quiet day. These waves
had periods in lhe range 30-70 minutes.
• The HF-Dopp!er system observed strong
wave activilY in lhe evening on all disturbed
days, wilh spectral peaks in the range 3070 minutes, but wave aClivi{y was far weaker on the quiet day. Cross-speclral analysis
of the data showed that the longer period
waves were travelling southwards with velocities of 300 m/s or more. This is a signature of !arge-scale gravity waves.
• On both 13 and 18 October the time of on
set of enhanced Joule heating and Lorentz
forcing, and the imrinsic periodicity observed in the auroral region agreed with the
time of arrival and periodicity of lhe waves
observed by ionosondes and HF-Dopp!er.
On both occasions there was consequently a
strong evidence to relate the aurora! source
with the wave observed at mid-Ialitudes.
(Williams et al.: The generation and propagation of atmospheric gravity waves observed during the World Acoustic Gravity
Wave Study)
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Projifes of negative ion ro elec/fon densily fatio for 10 November /985. The errors are oj Ihe order of ± 0.1
0185 km, and ± /.0 al 75 km.

Energetic partic1es which penet rate bclow
100 km cause substantiai ionization in the D·
region. This can be used to study the panic1e
precipitation itself or to use it as a "tracer"
to study the mesosphere.
A pulsation event obscrved by magnetome·
ters and riometcrs was studied in detail by
EISCAT. Rapid fluctuations in electron densit y occurred at all ionospheric heights, and
were interpreled as evidence for a relative
hardening and softening of parlic1e precipitation accompanied by very large changes in the
flux of energetic electrons. (Devlin et al.)
D-region spectral measurements using pulseto-pulse correlalion resulted in good spectra
down to 77 km. The measurements confirmcd
Ihat the mcsospheric incoherent seauer spectra
are Lorentzian in shape, and the speetral width
can be related 10 the ratio of negative ion densit y to electron density . A persistent feature of
the profile of this ratio is its increase with deereasing allitude (see Fig. 17), (Hall et al.:
Negative ion to electron number densily rat ios
from EISCAT mesospheric spectra). Incoher·
ent scaUer spectra were obtained from Ihe
summertime mesosphere in July 1985. The
speclral width decreased with decreasing alti·
tude (Fig. 18), as expected from the effect of
inereasing ion-neutral eollision frequeney. A
striking feature of increased coherence time
lasting for 20 minutes in a limited altitude
range was interpreted as a localised region of
inereased positive ion mass. (Collis, Turunen
and Turunen: lneoherent Scauer Speclral
Measurements of the Summertime High Lati·
tude D-Region)
Short pulse power profile results have been
used to study the statistical behaviour of Dregion electron densities over a one year period (Kirkwood and Collis: The high latitude
lower ionosphere observed by EISCAT), and
event studies have shown significant changes
in density over short time scales and small
horizomal distances. (Collis and Kirkwood:
Loealiscd features in the auroral D-region
observed by ElSCAT)
Electron densities were measured in the ionospheric D-region during the polar cap evem of
16 February, 1984, and have been compared
with production rates camputed from proton
Ouxes measured on the geosynchronous salel-

lile GOES. Profiles of the effective recombi·
nation rale were detcrmincd which show a
general consistency with previous estimates
but differ in details. There is evidcnce for a
progressive change of recombination coefficiem as the polar cap absorption event procecds. (Hargreaves et al.: Observation of the
polar cap absorption event of February 1984
by the EISCAT radar)
A sophisticated D·region ElSCAT experiment
was run on 27 October, 1985. During extremely quiel magnetie conditions the effect of sunset in the aititude range 70-100 km could be
monitored. With lime integration of only 2.5
minutes the lhreshold of 500 eleclrons per
cubic centimeter could be located to be be·
Iween 80 and 90 km during the sunset. This
experiment used abasic height resolution of
1.05 km with a 91 JlS long l3-bit Barker code.
The comparisol1 between the electron densilY
delermined with ElSCAT and detailed ionchemical models of the D~rcgion shows a good
agreement for solar zenith angles less lhan 90
dcgrecs, while for zenith angles greater lhan
90 degrces a dirrerence is seen, which could be
due to a ehange in the ion chemistry. (E. Turunen and T. Turunen: Conlinuous monitoring
of the ionospheric D-region by the EISCAT
incoherenl seauer radar)
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in the E-region, which can be studied by coherenl radars (also known as auroral radars).

lE-nSl~sl1"$

A new method of measuring the ion-nemral
collision frequency using incoherelH scatter
radar has been developed by which the collision frequcncy has been determined directty
from the vertical ion drift caused by an e1ectric
field. A time interval with small neutral wind
and strong electric Field has been selected for
this purpose. The method allows the determination of lhe collision frequency up to 130 km
altitudc and the results (show n in Fig. 19) are
in a reasonable agreemelll with those obtained
using the convemionaI method below 110 km
altitude. (Nygren el al.: A new method of
measuring the ian-neutral col!ision frequency
using incoherenl scauer radar)
During the EISCAT balloon campaign CEBO
in 1984 600 m-resolution observations of the
E-Iayer above Tromsö were made. The data
revealed a mullitude of different features of
sporadic-E. The evem in Figure 20 indicates
one of several imeresting features which were
found: temperature analysis assuming a constam composilion with allitude results in a
drop of 50 Kelvin in the upper layer but no
change in the tower layer. Since a lemperature
variation like this is assumed to be unreaiistic,
the result is interpreted as a variation in composition. Knowing that sporadic E-Iayers contain long-Iived metallie ions, it is suggested
that the upper layer consisted of an appreciable amount of heavy ions (e.g. Fe) while
the lower one was dominated by lighter ions
(e.g. Mg). (Björnå, Huuskonen et al.: Determination of ion composition in sporadic
E-Iayers)
A Barkcr-coded high resolution experiment
has been lested during the end phase of an intense sporadie E-Iayer at an ahitude of about
100 km and slightly ascending with time (Fig.
21). Since the layer lhickness was 1.5-2 km, it
was possible with thc height resolution of 300
m to oblain 5-7 independent gates in the layer, which will allow a search for composition
changes within this layer. (T. Turunen, Nygren, Jalonen and Huuskonen)
lE..lI"'<ItgDcll"'iI DlI"'lI"'atilltUlDeIl"'Dnft<B.

Strong electric nelds, which drive the auroral
electrojet and which can be determined by
EISCAT when measuring the ion drift in the
F-region, also create small-scale irregularities

F-region drifLs measurcd by ElSCAT and Eregion drifts measured by the Swedish- and
British-Radar-Equipment (SABRE) were compared. These comparisons verined that
SABRE progressively underestimates the
highcr drift velocities. New theories of currentdriven plasma instabilities in the high-Iatitude
E-region have been developed which indicate
lhat non-linear wave heating errects limit the
phase speed of the plasma irregularities to
the ion acoustic speed. The comparisons of
EISCAT and SABRE velocities are broadly
consistent with this theory. (Robinson, 1986)
EISCAT was also used to investigate the E·
region volume from which the KRM and ESY
auroral radars in Karelia/USSR received coherent echoes. A comparison was made between the electron concentration and electric
field slrength measured by EISCAT and the
strength of the echoes received by the KRM
and ESY radars. This indicated that for electric rields stronger than 30 mV Im the level of
plasma wave turbulence saturates at a nuctuation level of about 2.5 %. A comparison was
also made between the electric neld strength
and the enhancement of the e!cctron temperature at the altitude of 108 km (Fig. 22). This
also proved consistent with the theoryor nonlinear wave heating. (Williams et aL)
In March 1986 a campaign was performed to
do simultaneous EISCAT observations in Ihe
volume probed by the CUPR146.9 MHz radar
in Lycksele. This new Cornell University
Portable Radar Inlerferometer is particularly
designed to study echoes from auroral plasma
instabililies with high temporal and spatial resolution. or panieular interest are sharp peaked spectra showing high Doppler shirts. These
are thought 10 be connected (O ion-acoustic
waves Iravelling in the auroral eleclrojet at
temporarily elevated plasma acoustic velocities, because of similarly elevated electron
temperatures. The EISCAT program wasspecincally modined to allow high-time resolution
measurements applying an eightfold 5-pulse
multipulse scheme. On several occasions high
electron temperatures have been observed with
EISCAT at the same time and location where
the CUPRI syslem delected high Doppler
shirts. (Farley et al.: Simultaneous VHF cohcrent radar and EISCAT studies of auroral
plasma instabilities)
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For the underslanding of the struclUre and
physics of aurora! arcs it is important to know
how the auroral arcs move with respect to the
background plasma. A campaign was carried
out in October 1983 to compare El SCAT radar
measurements of the ion velocity with the motion of arcs. The lalter was deterOlined from
records taken at Abisko with photographicand TV-camcras of the Max-Planck-Institut
fOr Extraterrestrische Physik. Useful data
were obtained for only one event, when a quiet
are oecurred above Abisko before the onset of
a subSlorm (Fig. 23). It was found that bot h
the arc and the F~region plasma moved slowly
southward in an oscillatory manner wilh periods between 3 and 4 minutes. The arc, how~
ever, was faster by an average of 24 m/s. The
phase of ilS oscillation preceded that of the
plasma by 2 minutes. The tangential velocity
of the F-region plasma was directed westward.
The resuhs can be interpreled in the framework of oblique Alfven waves reflected at the
ionosphere. The theory provides a relation between the average relative arc motion (24m/s),
the period of the waves (3-4 min) and the
thickness of the arc (a few km), which is confirmed by the data. The interpretation is, however, not ye! final. (Haerendel, Buchert, La
Hol. and Rieger)

&ncoherent Sceuer and
MsgnetolT1eter ObservaQlons
of Pulsatians
Geomagnctic storms are often associated with
so-called Ps 6 pulsations of the magnetic field
measured on the Earth 's surface. The periods
are typically 10 to 40 minutes and the pulsations are observed almost exclusively in the
morning sector. On 21 April 1985 between
0300-0415 UT during the recovery phase of
a geomagnetic substorm, which was one in a
series of several strong substorms, an unusually strong Ps 6 pulsation evenl was recorded by
the EISCAT magnetometer cross in northern
Scandinavia. Simultaneously, EISCAT measured the E· and F-region plasma parameters,
Nc' T c' T j , and Vi, with a latitudinal scanning
program (see Fig. 24). The observed 4 cydes
of the pulsations had an amplitude of about
1200 nT and a quasi-period between 15-20
minutes. The imegrated conductivities showed
amplitudes of SO and 20 Siemens for the Hall

and Pedersen conductivities, respeclively, and
they had periodicities and phases that were in
correspondence with those of the magnetic
plllsations. By cross·correlating the measurements from different magnetometer stations,
the eastward drift velocities of the pu[sation
fronts were calculated, yielding valuesbelween
100 and 1300 m/s. Both the direction and
magnitude of the drift velocity agree roughly
with the background ion drift velocities mcas·
ured by EISCAT. The wave-Iengths of the pulsations were cSlimatcd to be about 1600 km.
(Buchen, Haerendel, Baumjohann, LaHoz
and LOhr)

Dc.. 1Hl....QI.. gll>jf lilfiI..g .... Qlc
iPuRsatlons and .Joule and
!Partlele lHeatlng Rates

A study of [he ion heating due 10 ULF (ultra~
low-frequency) magne[ic pulsations of periods
as low as 3 min has been performed. lon temperature fluctuations as measured by EISCAT
are weil correlaled to magnetic ULF PCS pulsations. A method has been proposed, by
which estimates of these ion temperalure enhancements from the ion vC!ocity measure·
ments can be obtained. (Lathuillere el al.,
1986)

Data from EISCAT have been used to det ermine Joule and particle heating rates. As CP-3
programs perform scans in the meridian plane
of Tromsö, the latitudinal extems of these
heating rates have been deduced. They are
shown in Fig. 25 for a period of 24 hours on
18-19 January 1984. (Duboin, 1986)

fElaetron IEnergy Spectll""81
and Eesctrostatlc
Cyclo1lron Waves

An auroral precipitation evem lasting several
hours in the dusk sector on 2 June 1982 has
been studied in conjunction with three instruments: EISCAT, the European geostationary
satellite GEOS-2, and the French-Soviet polar
satellite ARCAD-3. Electron energy spectra
between about I and 10 keY were computed
from EISCAT measurements of E-region electron density profiles by the "Untangle"
method. They were in agreement with direct
observations on board ARCAD-3 during a diffuse aurora period. They also compared weil
with the plasma sheet component of 3-10
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keV measured onboard GEOS-2. The correspondence with large pilch-angles suggests a
quasi-isotropy of equatorial electron nuxes.
The electrostatic electron cyclotron harmonic
waves, which are also observed onboard
GEOS~2, were not found 10 be intense enough
to cause the strong pilch·angle diffusion of
electrons of a few keV. These observations
thus allowed the conc!usion that, even if these
electrostatic waves contribUled to the auroral
precipitation, they could not be its unique
cause. (Fontaine et aL, 1986)

li\ion-MaxvweBBlan Venocity
IDlsarlbullans, lL.arge Eleetrlc
Flelds and FrielIonai Heatlng
One of the most imponant energy sources of
thc auroral upper atmosphere is Joule heating
caused by friction between neutrals and the
ions which are drifting due to magnetospheric
electric fields. !ncoherent scaller radars have
been shown to be extremely useful for the investigation of this process, because they can
directly measure bot h the electric field and the
ian temperature, which are Ihe key parameters
for this process. For large electric fields (:> 40
mV/m), however, the theory predicts an increasing deviation of the ian distribution function from a Maxwellian distribution function,
which would invalidate the currently applied
determination of the ian temperature.
Clear examples of the characteristic spectra of
radar echoes from a non-thermal plasma were
identified on 27 October 1984 using the
EISCAT-UK-POLAR experiment. For a brief
period during a nux transfer event ion velocities of up tO 2 km/s were measured and when
the ion drift exceeded the neutral thermal
speed the familiar double·humped spectra
were replaced by spectra with a single central
peak (see Fig. 26). These speclra have been
compared with theoretical studies for a lOro~
idal ian distribution. (Lockwood et al.: NonMaxwellian ion velocity dislribution observed
using EISCAT)
Similar measurements were carried out on a
very disturbed day, 21 April 1985 (Kp=8+),
using the EISCAT tristatic radar. Among
other interesting evems, several exceptionaily
intense ion heating events took place in association with strong plasma convection. In the
morning sector ian drift velocities perpendicular to the geomagnetic field reached values of

up lO 3 km/s corresponding 10 a perpendicular
eleclric field E:::s 150 mV/m. Assuming Maxwellian particle distribution functions and an
enhanced fraction of molecular ions (compared to a standard model) the estimated ion
temperatures, T i , associated with the strongest
convection velocities reached values of 10000
K, about 6 times the temperature of (he electrons, T c'
The validity of the fits in the case of non·
Maxwellian ion distribution functions, was investigated. Theoretical incoherent scatter
spectra were calculated using distribution
functions for such a non-Ihermal plasma suggested in other works. Il was found, that for
an increasing ratio T/Tc the error due to a
Maxwellian interpretation of the spectra be·
comes less significam. For the case of the observations from 21 April 1985, good agreement with the measured spectra can be achiev·
ed with both, Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian
distribution functions (Fig. 27). Other uncertainties like the unknown ion composition are
also importanl. Il is conc1uded, that with in (he
mentioned uncertainties the ion temperature
enhancements can fully be attribut ed 10 Joule
heating. (Bucher! and LaHoz: Measurements
of ionospheric parameters for large electric
fields)

Fleld-allgned Plasma V.loeltles,
Magnetospherlc ConvectIan
and F'lux Transfer Even'.

The effeets of driving plasma through the
neutral atmosphere at a high velocity have
also been studied using data from 18 days of
EISCAT Common Programmes. Near midnight the sudden reversal of the plasma velocity in the auroral zone caused an immediate
increase in ian temperature which often coineided with substantiai Joule heating of the
neutral atmosphere. The heating of both, the
ianised and the neutral atmosphere, led to
large upward velocities which rapid ly depleted
the ionosphere and contribuled to the formation of the high-Iatitude trough in electron
density . This upwelling was observed at the
latitude of Tromsö in (he form of field-aligned
plasma velocities of abou( 100 m/s. Further
nonh, at the boundary of the polar cap, upward velocities of over 300 m/s were measured, associated with very large values of Joule
heating. (Williams and Jain, 1986; Winser,
Jones and Williams: Variations in field-aligned
31
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(a) Heighl.integrofed particle heo/ing rates for 18-19 Januari, 1984. Polar coordinUles are ML T (magnefic
loeal lime) and il/variant la/i/Ude. The c%ur sca/e is givl'n in 0./ m W Im l •
(b) Same as (a), bIll heighl-inlegrUfed Joule heating rales Qre dispfayed. The ca/our sca/e is given iII O. J ni W Im1.
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plasma velocities with ahitude and latitudc in
the auroral zone)
Data obtained from the EISCAT-UK-POLAR
experiment have been used to study large-scale
expansions of the polar cap. Fol1owing a
southward turning of the interplanelary magnelic field, as observed by the AMPTE-UKS
satellite. the sluggish. comracted convection
pauern was replaced by an enhanced pattern
which expanded over lhe field of view of the
POLAR experiment (Lockwood et aJ., 1986).
On aoother occasion the expansion was ob~
served jointly by EISCAT and by the Sond restromfjord radar. The observed rate of expansion showed that the cross-cap pOlentiai had
increased by 200 kV. and during this expansion the satellite Dynamics Explorer I observed the electric field, field-aligned current and
up-going ion-now signature of an invened- V
structure, which moved equatorward with the
polar cap boundary at the convection speed.
(Lockwood et al.: Low energy ion outflows
from the ionosphere during a major cap expansion - evidence for equatorward motion
of inverted-V structures)
In addition many bursts of rapid poleward
now were observed in the dayside auroral
ionosphere. These were consistent with the
predicted ionospheric signature of Flux Transfer Events at the dayside magnetopause. The
data revealed spatially-confined (..::: 400 km)
twin-vortex now patterns with poleward now
of up to 2 km/s at the centre. These were transient and lasted on ly a few minutes, but they
tended to recur with a period of 5-10 minutes. (Todd et al., 1986)

EISCAT-VIKINQ
Cooperatlve Observations

One major international collaboration during
1986 was dedicated to coordinated observations with the first Swedish satellite. VIKING.
This satellite was equipped with instruments
measuring panicle precipitation, electric and
magnetic DC and AC fields, and optical auroral emissions with a temporal and spatial resolution superior to other magnetospheric
satellites. The eccentric orbit of VIKING was
initially positioned above or within those magnetospheric regions where auroral particle acceleration occurs. Simuhaneous measurements
at the same field line in the magnetosphere
34

(by VIKING) and in the ionosphere below (by
EISCAT) werc performed to allow conclusions about the nature of auroral panicle acceleration and the associated electric fields and
currents. Both VIKING and EISCAT data
Furthermore complement each other in the
interpretation of the observed variations of
ionospheric and magnetospheric parameters
in terms of temporal or spatial developments.
In order 10 secure an even coverage of
EISCAT data for the closest and most imer·
esting VIKING passages an international pool
of EISCAT Special Programme time was provided by all E1SCAT associate countries. This
allowed coverage of over 50 of the most interesting VIKING passages during 8 interactive
campaigns. Following a Swedish initiative an
international working group, consisting of
scientists from all associate countries, developed and operated a number of special programs. These EISCAT/VIKING programs
were designed to cover same of the most interesting geophysical situations, which were expected to occur. One programme was designed
to observe active auroral forms and travelling
phenomena, when it is best to make observations with a stationaryantenna along the field
line. Another program was for moderately
disturbed conditions. when a meridional scan
can be more uscful to map ionospheric parameters and to follow slow changes.
An example of the signatures of an auroral
westward travelling surgc passing through the
EISCAT beam recorded with high time resolution is shown in the Figure 28, and Fig. 29
shows the same surge some minutes later, as
photographed by the VIKING satellite from
an ahitude of more than 12000 km. Interesting partide spectra and electro-magnetic and
electric field patterns were observed in the
vicinity of the surge. The comparison of
EISCAT and VIKING resulls is expected to
give new insights on the mechanisms of partide acceleration during magnetospheric sub~
storms and ionospheric reactions to the magnetospheric energy input. The fact that the
surge decayed 5000 arter the passage of the
VIKING satellite might hel p in understanding
the mechanisrns which limit the release of substorm associated energy in the magnetosphere.
(Opgenoorth, Bromage, Fontaine, LaHoz,
Huuskonen, Kohl, Lövhaug and Wannberg:
Coordinated EISCAT/VIKING observations
- Out line of experiments and description of
observations)
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Signa/ures 01 ;onospheric modiflcu/ions (hea/ing) in E/SCA T obserlJa/ions 01 the auroral E-region. The hea/er
opera/ed in a /·minu/e·on, /-minu/e·ofl mode.

EISCAT· Heallng
Callaboratlons

The ElSCAT UHF- and VHF-radars were
used in different diagnostic modes during
ionospheric modif1calion experiments with
the Ramfjordmoen Heating faciIilY of the
Max-Planck·lnstilllt mr Aeronomie. Several
new results are outlined here:

Healing of the Polar E-Region
On 26 Octobcr 1984 the heatcr Iransmilted
radio waves on a frequency of 3.324 MHz with
an effective powcr of 240 MW vertically into
the ionosphere in a l-minute-on, l-minule-off
mode. ElSCAT observed the auroral E-region
with a multipulse program allowing a 3 km
height resolution and a triSt3lic velocily estimate at 172 km aititude.
The effect produced by the heating was a
strong increase of the EISCAT backscauer
amplitude in a very narrow height range,
eilher around 127 km or around 109 km. The
laner echoes all occurred after 2030 UT when
a weak precipitalion even t raised the E·region
electron density at this altitude to aboul 1.5
10" m-l. The EISCAT eehocs c1early showed
the heater modulation pattern (Fig. 30). The
spectra of the. EISCAT echoes looked quite
different to the usual spectra observed from
this altitude. They were very narrow indicaling
an unusually long correlation time and thus
probably a eoherem seattcr process. lnterestingly, the spectra observed with the tworemote
stations looked quite normal and could be
evaluated with the usual incoherent scaner
formalism. lt is thus assumed that the irregularities giving rise to the strong backscatter
have a spatial scale of 16 cm along the magnetie field line.
It was also found that these strong echoes were
not related to the DC electric field which was
measured with EISCAT. 11 was noticed previously that the heater can induce irregular·
ities which can be detected with an auroral
radar _ In the deseribed case the electric field
was 100 low to excite the modified-two~stream
instabililY·

There are a number of plasma instabilitics
which can account for the observcd phenomena. The most probable one is the so·ealled
oscillating two-Slream inslability. Il is excited
if the loeal plasma frequency exceeds the

heater frequency. The electron densities measured by ElSCAT indicate that this condition
was fulfilled sporadically before 2030 UT at an
altitude of 127 km and continuously al 109 km
after 2030 UT. (Sch!egel, Rietveld and Mau!:
A modification event of the auroral E-region
as studied with EISCAT and other diagnosties)
Enhanced Plasma and lon Line observed
at Ihe Remote Site Kiruna
During the joint EISCAT-Heating campaign
of October and November 1985, the Kiruna
receiver was operated in a high spectral resolution mode, producing data from both plasma
line bands with a basic resolution of 624 Hz.
At Kiruna, the antenna was interactive!y
pointed to the point of strongest plasma line
returns as indicated by the power profile
recorded at Tromsö. The scanering geometry
was such that with the transmitter beam di~
rected tangentia! lo the magnetic field, the
scauering half·angle was of the order of 2223 degrees, Le_ about hal f of that obtained in
heating experiments at the Areeibo Observa·
tory, offering interesting possibilities for studying the angular dependence of the scatler
spectra.
Comparing the spectra received simultaneously at Tromsö and Kiruna shows the Kiruna
spectra to be generally more broadened than
the Tromsö spectra. This is what should be
expeeted if the signals reeeived at Kiruna are
scattered off secondary Langmuir waves same
distance from the region of the strongesl para·
metric decay.
Some elevation scanning was done over limited regions of a few beam widths during conditions of persistent plasma line backscatter.
At ahiludes a few kilometers above and below
the point of most intense scatter, signals could
still be received in both plasma line channels.
The spectra obtained away from the region of
strongest backscatter seem to be less damped
than those recorded at its centre. However, all
speclra contain prominent features localed
between the ordinary eascade lines, similar to
those observed at Tromsö. An example is
shown in Fig. 31, where two 2-second averages
of the upshifted and downshifted plasma lines
are depicted.
Another intriguing phenomenon is the appear·
ance of a transient spike at zero frequency
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offset in the ion line spectrum at about 10-15
sc<:onds after heatcr turnofr. An example is
shown in Fig. 32. As no energy is being pump·
ed into the plasma at this point, it is likely that
the zero frequeney line is the result of Bragg
seatlering off smal!·seale striations produeed
in the successive deeay of the mueh larger scale
striations whieh are known to be formed by
prolonged heating. (Wannberg, Kohl, LaHoz,
Kopka, Nordling, Opgenoorth, Stubbe)

* Purely growing modes eould be observed
only at very low inlensities, if they could be
detected at all.

*

It is known from power stepping experiments that the full power heater produces
an clectric field which is about 10-20 db
above the threshold va[ue whieh should
produce several caseade lines. However,
one hardly ever could detect more than IwO
cascade lines in this VHF experiment. This
again emphasizes the problem of the saturation of the parametric decay process.

*

Excitations at a higher frequency than the
heater frequency are often seen, whieh is
in contradietion 10 common theory.

Anomalous Frequeney Shifls
In August 1986 a Hcating experiment was
earried out and the EISCAT digital ehirp experiment was applied for diagnostics. The aim
was to try to eonrirrn the ehirped plasma line
signatures observed earlier in simiiar experiments at the Arecibo Observatory. This was
taken as the first direet evidence of heaterexciled solitary strlletures, whieh are also
called eavitons. However, the EISCAT signa·
tures were vcry different from these and extremely surprising: Instead of an expeeted
offset of the cnhanced plasma lines from
lhe radar frequency by the heater frequeney,
several distinet plasma line features were detected hundreds of kHz further out in the
spectrum (Fig. 33). Running alternately with
the radar in the chirped and in the unehirped
mode it was found that the features seemed la
emanate from very loealised regions. The ana·
Iysis has not been completcd yet but the characteristics indicate that the signals are prob·
ab ly not due 10 instrumental effeets but that
a plasma-physieal phenomenon not observed
in the ionosphere before has been discovered.
(Hagfors, Isham, Thide, Nordling, Kofman,
LaHoz, Stubbe, Kopka et al.)
First VHF·Radar Diagnostics in
Heating Experiments
The rirst experiments to observe plasma line
features using (he VHF-radar were performed
in August 1986. In contrast to expericnce with
the UHF radar, plasma lines were found to be
more easily observable with the VHF radar.
A number of surprisingly new phenomena
have already been deteeted:

* The instabililies could be seen even with lhe
radar pointing northward up to about 15°
orr-vertical. However, the measured inteosities showed a minimum when the radar
pointed vertically.
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Fig. 34 shows an interesling example obtained
with the VHF radar. In the power proriles of
all {hree channels (down-sh ifted and up·shifted
plasma lines and ion line) strong excitations
oceur over an altitude region of almost IOOkm.
At the same lime the corresponding speetra do
not show extra-ordinary features. These observations are at present difficult to interpret
as they seem to imply a con slant plasma frequency over the whole relevant a!tituderegion.
A possible explanation could bc,that the ionosphere was so stcong[y disturbed, that irregu·
larities occurred over a large altitude range.
Because of the strangeness of this phenome·
non is was thoroughly considered, whether il
could be atlribuled to instrumental effects.
Ahhough this possibility cannot be absolutely
excluded, the experimenters regard it lo be un~
likely. (Kohl, Kopka, LaHoz and Stubbe)
Il is foresecn that furthcr diagnostics using the

EISCAT radars will shed morc light into all
these newly deteeted phenomena.
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Meetlngs durlng 1986
COUNCIL

27th meeting
28th meeting

21-22 May
6-7 November

Helsinki, Finland
London, UK

SAC

30th meeting
31st meeting

13-14 March

16-170ctober

Kiruna, Sweden
Grenoblc, France

26th meeting
27th meeting

10 April
18-19 September

Stockholm, Swcden
Sodankylä, Finland

AFC

Personnel and Budget

CAPITAL INVESTMENTS
(APlfAl aPERATlN"G~~_~=::--_>iI.
137 HSEK
~

A tOLal of 33 EISCAT starr positions are
disLributed over Headquarters (10, whereof
1.5 lcmporary), Tromsö sitc (13), Kiruna sit e
(5) and SodankyJä SilC (5). In addition 10 the
positions of the director, (WO assiSlant dirce-

tors and the business manager. they consisl of
VHF-ANTEHHA

10.6 HSEK

UHF·...NTENHA.
26.3 MSEK

The capital investmenls for the EISCAT facilitites have accumulated to a total of 127.7
MSEK by 1986. They are distributed as follows: Transmitters 31.6 MSEK, UHFantennas
26.3 MSEK, VHF antenn a 30.6 MSEK,capital
operating 13.7 MSEK, in-kind contributions
25.1 MS EK and other 0.4 MSEK.

POOL 88 SMSEK

OPERATING COSTS
MSEK

Since the beginning of EISCAT in 1976, the
tota! operating costs have fairly constantly increased by an average of 1.45 MSEK per year
and have reached the level of 14.1 MSEK in
1986, which consist of 6.7 MSEK for salades,
3.8 MS EK for operations and 3.6 MSEK for
administralion.

16
12
6

4

1976
44

4 scientiric, 3 engineering, Il tcchnical, 5 compUling, 4 adminislrative/secretedal and 2 care~
tak er positions. In 1986 a few positions were
temporarily vacant due 10 some (urnOVer in
Tromsö, but in general the personnel situalion
was stab le.

1960

1962

1964

1966

The ba!ance sheet at 31 December 1986 is
given on the following page.
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